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Have You Heard? 3 
As the year got 
underway, the bureau-
cracy saw changes in both 
the attitudes of students 
and their reactions to 
newthings. Studentsgot 
used to being ticketed 
for expired meters late 
after regular hours, but 
nothing was done . 
Marshall officials have 
now introduced a new 
first-come, first-serve 
parking permit which 
limits students parking 
to fewer spaces than 
before. According to the 
Parking and Trans-
portation Office, this 
should keep spaces on 
Hal Greer lots full and 
minimize the number of 
students that park at the 
stadium. 
The students have also 
watched a lot of changes 
in media values. While 
many journalism stu-
dents were appalled that 
Connie Chung released 
a remark about Hillary 
Rodham-Clinton from 
Newt Gingrich's mother 
that was supposed to be 
off the record, many stu-
dents were not even 
concerned of this 
woman's opinions of the 
First Lady. 
Although the Presi-
dent's wife did not visit 
Marshall during this 
school year as she had 
done the past two, one 
4 1995 Chief Justice 
can imagme how dif-
ficult it must have been 
to respond with grace as 
the opposing political 
party had just taken over 
Washington. Mrs . 
Clinton, also under fire 
for a not so successful at-
tempt at health care 
reform, also announced 
plans to redecorate the 
Blue Room, one of the 
three oval rooms in the 
White House. 
Change was a major 
result of the election of 
Fall 1994, as the 
Republican party 
obtained its first 
congressional majority in 
over 20 years. 
Change of opinions 
have occurred in res-
ponse to the accusations 
that O.J. Simpson may 
have brutally killed his 
ex-wife and her friend. 
Although the trial was 
not over as this was 
written, most students 
have an opinion on O.J. 's 
innocence or guilt.The 
media circus surround-
ing the daily televised 
trial only reflects those 
of Lorena Bobbitt and 
Lyle and Eric Menendez. 
Horrific events 
unfolded in a small South 
Carolina town as mother 
Susan Smith pleaded on 
national TV for the 
return of her two 
children that she claimed 
had been kidnapped as 
she was carjacked and 
then released without her 
kids. She has now been 
found guilty of drowning 
the children, and was 
sentenced to life in 
pnson. 
Change is the result of 
the opinion polls that 
went out to Marshall 
students and student 
media funds were dis-
continued or cut. 
scheduled and under-
way. Marshall's athletic 
programs took another 
boost in funding, and a 
change in conferences, 
while academic pro-
grams did not. The 
Whether participating or demonstrating, Marshalls 
activists came in many shapes and forms. Student media 
invited students for comment repeatedly, but response 
was nearly nonexistant. 
In the photo at left, a student 
grabs a few last minutes of 
studying before a test. Above 
a picture of Northcott hall as 
it stands in 1995 . The 
building is to be replaced by 
the new Library Technology 
Center. Photo (left) by J .R. 
MacMillan. Story by Jennifer Jenkins. 
Ground was broken 
on a new Welcome 
center on Fifth Avenue, 
and President Gilley an-
nounced big plans for a 
new high tech library. 
Plans were approved and 
the destruction of 
Northcott Hall was 
addition ofanew branch 
of the Medical School, 
in conjunction with a 
local hospital likely will 
boost Marshall's 
academic image, as we.ll 
as the commercialization 
of the University Book 
Store. 
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Have You Heard? 
Students explore different means 
of registration, communication, 
studying, and socialization as 
Jf ~~lh.l!ll©J[©J~l Jf~lk~~ Ov~ir" 
Students were ready for students to register at 
new classes for both fall times that are more 
and spring semesters, but 
this year things were a 
little different. 
It became more 
common for students to 
take notes on their 
portable PC or to receive 
phone calls on their hand 
held cellular phones in 
class. New software, such 
as Mathematica and 
AutoCad Release 12, 
have assisted students 
and professors in the 
classroom. 
Although these items 
were not in most students 
budgets, the reality of 
advancing technology 
affected all of us. 
This year a majority of 
students registered using 
MILO, the automated 
telephone solution to 
long registration lines at 
the beginning of each 
semester. MILO is part 
of the university com-
puter system and allows 
convement. 
Even more import-
antly in the newest 
technology of the 
Marshall campus were 
plans of Dr. ]. Wade 
Gilley to build a state-
of-the-art library where 
the dilapidated North-
cott Hall now stands. 
Concerns were 
expressed that this library 
would not house as many 
texts as the Jam es 
Morrow Library that has 
served the university. 
However, while the new 
library is expected to have 
computerized informa-
tion and research areas, 
the Morrow library will 
remarn open and 
continue to supply 
students and the com-
munity with the valued 
information for which it 
is known. 
Story by Jennifer Jenkins 
6 Technology on Campus 
Students completed research on James Morrow Library's 
microfilm readers. The library may not be the focal point of 
students research in future years. 
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Students work diligently in 
one of the university's 
computer labs. 
Most students registered for fall, spring and summer classes 
utilizing MILO, the university's new on-line phone system. 
The system helped keep lines down some, while some people 
took advantage of the opportunity to get the classes they 
wanted at 6:00 AM, when MILO became active. 
Photo by Brett Hall. 
Technology on Campus 7 
Student Organizations and 
Groups Meet Every Need 
Students had the 
opportunity to get in-
volved with organiza-
tions both on and off 
campus this year. 
The fall sem-
ester brought the annual 
Activities' Fair, a two-
day fair that enables 
student organizations to 
recruit new members. 
Stu den ts were en-
couraged to learn about 
the various organizations 
and activities that were 
available to them on 
campus. 
In addition, several off 
campus organizations 
participated in the first 
Volunteer Fair. In past 
years the Volunteer Fair 
had been grouped with 
the Activities Fair, but 
was distinguished sep-
arately this year in order 
to gain more student 
attention. 
Heidi McCormick, 
She said she has seen first 
hand the great amount 
of satisfaction students 
receive from volun-
tee ring. 
The Volunteer 
Fair brought over 15 
groups to Marshall's 
campus including 
Habitat for Humanity, 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
and the American Heart 
Association. 
"Volunteering is a 
good way for students to 
use our materials, make 
an impact on people and 
learn something while 
they are doing it, " said 
Jodie Riggs , regional 
director of the Amer-ican 
Heart Association. 
The Office of Student 
Activities worked with 
the Student Government 
Assoc-iation to sponsor 
the two fairs as well as 
offering various other 
activities throughout the 
coordinator of student year. Srory by Kim Taylor. 
activities, said volun-
teering is a great way for 
students to give back to 
the school's community. 
8 Student Activities 
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Above, Freshmen and transferring first-time students enjoy 
a Student Activities sponsored dance at the W elcome Weekend 
before the fall semester began. Photo by Kim Taylor. 
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Above, the student center 
became a show place for local 
bands during "Free Speech 
Daze". The event was 
sponsored by the Philosophy 
Club. Photo by Bill Lucas. 
All student organizations 
that are recognized by the 
university are listed with the 
Student Activities Office. 
Some of the more populous 
groups were religion-based, 
such as BCM (Baptist 
Campus Ministry), but the 
leaders of the group were 
quick to say that people of all 
religions attended and were 
welcomed to BCM meetings 
and events. Photo by FawnaNibett 
Student Activities 9 
Marriott Offers 
Alternative to Cafeteria 
Dining in the new 
patio restaurant in the 
Memorial Student Cen-
ter, MU students enter-
tained menu choices 
such as chicken breast 
picatta, grilled steak 
chausser, or baked 
shrimp etoufee. The 
experience, high-lighted 
by a nice view of cam pus, 
was over-shadowed by 
the elegance of the 
gourmet meals, comple-
mented by Homer 
Laughin china and fine 
linens. 
The new dining room 
is located where the Stu-
dent Center patio was 
preciously located, and 
is open to faculty, staff, 
students, and public. 
Marriott food service dir-
ector, Steve Wilcox, said 
the restaurant is "first 
class all the way." 
Marriott contends that 
this is not an exchange 
for the existing cafeteria, 
just another alternative 
for breakfast and lunch. 
"The atmosphere is the 
maJor difference," 
Wilcox said, "We will be 
using crystal glasses, real 
silverware and there will 
be waiters and waitresses 
to serve you. 
For 23 years, the patio 
10 Marriott 
was used as an open air 
meeting room, which 
was impractical because 
of unpredictable wea-
ther. Director of 
Auxiliary services, Ray 
Welty, said that it was 
difficult to schedule 
meetings, and the room 
needed to become more 
functional. An architect 
was hired and the room 
was glassed in, con-
trolling room temp-
erature. 
Auxiliary Services 
conducted a survey over 
the summer and res-
ponses indicated that 
people overwhelmingly 
liked the concept of an 
alternative to the student 
center cafeteria, however, 
respondents also indi-
cated initial prices were 
too high. Some revisions 
were made based on 
survey feedback. The 
restaurant offers a buffet, 
including soup and salad 
bar. Although the price 
may seem a lot different 
than those of the MSC 
Cafeteria, Wilcox stated, 
"If people understand the 
service they' re going to 
get, they'll realize that 
six to seven dollars is 
quite a bargain." 
The restaurant serves 
breakfast and lunch 
Monday through Friday, 
and Sunday brunch. A 
greater number of cust-
omers appear on the 
weekend, reported a 
waiter for the restaurant, 
because it is open to the 
public, and some faculty 
and staff bring their 
families to dine. While 
the restaurant accepts 
only cash and credit 
cards, Marriott contends 
that they might install a 
meal card reader if there 
is enough demand from 
students. 
Dinner is not served 
because the restaurant is 
open to facilities sche-
duling. Banquets and 
meetings catered by 
Marriott were held in 
the room because it is 
beside the kitchen. 
Welty stressed that the 
patio dining room was 
to serve as an alternative. 
He said he didn't expect 
a lot of the same people 
coming in daily, but 
thought it would be the 
ideal place for treating 
off-campus visitors, 
meeting with professors, 
or for celebrating special 
occas10ns. 
Story by Kim Taylor 
Sunday Brunch diners in the new dining room enjoy a 
beautiful and peaceful view of the normally crowded main 
common on campus. Photos by Jennifer Jenkins. 
Food Services 11 
12 Hanging Out 
Hanging Out ... Students Create 
Own Niches on Campus 
Whether it's looking 
for a good conversation 
or a quiet place to shut 
yourself in and get 
necessary studying done, 
Marshall students found 
ways to make use of every 
nook and cranny on 
campus. 
Popular places in the 
Student Center include 
upstairs around the 
fireplace,in the game-
room downstairs or in 
any of the lounges or 
study nooks. In bad 
weather, you will find a 
few brave souls who 
populate the rear 
courtyard with its 
memorial fountain and 
the few tables and 
benches. At the first sign 
of sun, the outside looks 
as if a day-long party is 
being thrown. 
The Student Center is 
a convenience to 
commuting students 
from Huntington or 
nearby areas, for 
purposes of grabbing a 
bite to eat and having a 
place to crash between 
classes and finish 
homework or just hang 
out. 
On-campus students 
have a choice of 
cafeterias, but some 
choose the Student 
Center for its larger 
variety of entrees and 
sweets. Story by Jennifer Jenkins 
The Student Center is one of the more popular meeting places on campus, especially when 
the sun shines. Smokers have to battle all elements since smoking is prohibited in all state-owned 
buildings. Photo by Travis Escue. 
Aimee Sites and Jason Nance, Chesapeake sophomores, shoot 
pool in the basement of the Student Center. Prices for pool and 
bowling as of March 1995 were $2.50 per hour for pool or 94 
cents per game for bowling. 
Photo by Jim McDermott. 
Students found the main lobby of the Student Center a 
good place to relax and meet people. S~A and other campus 
organizations often held fundraisers or other central functions 
where direct access to a large number of students was necessary. 
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14 Divider 
deeard the laiest 
news? <Ghi :; can 
happen verp 
quicklp on a college 
campus. Vine is 
eften a precious 
item. CVf?hether 
students were eati-
ng a meal or g,etting 
in a flw e:etra 
minutes studping,, 
thep were s ti/ l 
students. G¥eek-
end actimties ef'ten 
took a back-seat to 
scholastic dutie~ 
but not alwaps. 
Adena McClure, junior, studies a dogfish shark in comparative 
vertebrate anatomy class. Photo by Catherine Rushton. 
Student Life 15 
Spring Break ... Time Well Spent 
Marshall Studencs Dana Kees, Steve Fox, Steve Greer, 
and Randy Highly assemble a fence on a house site. 
The grou of students that gave their spring break to others 
in need of home repairs and rebuilding include: (top) Dana 
Kees, Christa McCase, Russell Fry, Rachel Jordan, Jennifer 
Zinn, (standing) Jim McCune, (against wall) Steve Fox, Steve 
Greer, Eric Endors, Shawn Austin, Jennifer Walters, Randy 
Highly, (from row) Phil Secrist, James Campbell, Elliott 
Dorsey, John Campbell, Jennifer Razoc, and Heidi 
McCormick. 
Photos compliments of Heidi McCormick, Student Activities 
Office. 
16 Habitat for H umanity 
The Marshall 
University Habitat for 
Humanity chapter was 
active this year locally as 
well as nationally. 
In addition to 
working on building 
houses in the Hunt-
ington area, a group of 
students traveled to 
Homestead, Florida, to 
help rebuild the area 
destroyed by Hurricane 
Andrew. The spring 
break trip was part of the 
Habitat for Humanity 
Collegiate Challenge, 
which offers construc-
tion work camp 
experiences to students 
at Habitat affiliates 
around the country. A 
group of 18, comprised 
of 16 students and 2 
advisers, made the 20-
hour trip and aided in 
building25 houses in one 
area. 
The group 
worked seven hours a 
day, from Monday to 
Friday. Heidi McCor-
mick, coordinator of stu-
dent activities, said they 
were assigned some-
"This is the best and 
most direct and 
awesome way to help 
others," - Eric S. 
Enders, Gerrards-
town senior. 
thing new every day. She 
said some of the tasks 
were framing, pre-
building, cleaning 
concrete, interior and 
exterior painting and 
landscaping. 
''This is the best 
and most direct and awe-
some way to help 
others," said Eric S. 
Enders, Gerrardstown 
senior. Several students 
cited meeting other 
college students from 
across thecountryas one 
of the best parts of the 
trip. 
Marshall's 
Habitat Chapter has 
been working for the past 
four years to build houses 
in the Huntington com-
munity. The group raises 
money for the local 
Huntington affiliate by 
working at one of the 
concession stands during 
Marshall football games. 
Story by Kim Taylor 
Rus Fry (top), Elliott 
Dorsey, and John Campbell 
paint the overhang before 
placing guttering on one of 
the project houses. 
Rus Fry adds a new coat of paint to assist in weather-
proofing an existing home. 
far 
umani!J 
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The 1994 Home-
coming went smoothly 
this year, with the 
addition of two new 
events - a Friday evening 
block party and a post-
game party on 
Saturday.The theme 
"The Thunder Rolls," a 
popular country song by 
Garth Brooks, took the 
football team rolling in to 
yet another victory, 
beating The Citadel 42-
30. 
The entire week was 
packed with events , 
including a magic show 
by illusionist Craig 
Karges and country line 
dancing instruction on 
the plaza of the Student 
Center. Students voted 
for the Homecoming 
Court, including Mr. 
Marshall. 
Senior Penny Copen 
from Elizabeth was 
named the 1994 
Homecoming Queen 
during halftime of the 
Saturday afternoon 
football game. She was 
honored along with Mr. 
Marshall, David Phillips, 
Craigsville senior. 
The Alumni 
Association sponsored 
their yearly dance and an 
alumni baseball game on 
Sunday wrapped up the 
Homecoming festivities. 
Information compliments of 
the Parthenon, edited by 
Jennifer Jenkins. 
At right, Penny Copen, Elizabeth Senior, is named the 
1994 Marshall University Homecoming Queen. Photo by 
Brett Hall. 
18 Homecoming 
> 
Above, the 1994 Marshall University Homecoming Court : (L. to R.) James Potter, 
Princeton junior; Stephanie Hayhurst, freshman; Noel Nichols, Pt. Pleasant sophomore; 
Penny Copen, Elizabeth senior, 1994 Homecoming Queen; David Phillips, Craigsville senior, 
Mr. Marshall 1994; Kristen Butcher, Huntington senior; Nici Tinker, Westerville, Ohio 
junior; and Lynn Celdran, Huntington graduate student. Photo by Brett Hall. 
Britt Swanger, Parkersburg senior, works evenings as the D .J. for a local country bar and 
teaches country line dancing. At left, part of the Homecoming festivities included free line 
dancing instructions. Photo by Kim Taylor. 
As the Dhunder 
~oils. .. 
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20 Music Entertainment 
reedom ef 
e$pression 
Blessed Union of Souls performs for students during 
Homecoming. The group was brought in by the Student 
Activities Office. 
~.-.. ----mecon1 
BAC 
At top and above, local bands play on the Memorial Student 
Center Plaza as part of"Free Speech Daze", sponsored by the 
Philosophy Club. Photos by Bill Lucas 
-
Activities 21 
-
Jaz Kaner is a veteran of Comedy Club Network, Half Hour 
Comedy Hour, Comic Strip Live, Comedy Club Network, and 
the feature film, The Adventures of Ford Fairlane. He appeared 
at Marshall University on September 28 , 1994. 
22 Comedians 
omedians 
in evetp crowd 
The Student Activities Office brings in such comedians as Jackie Guerra, pictured above. She 
is a veteran of 2 Drink Minimum, Short Attention Span Theatre, The Beatrice Berry Show, and 
Comedy Compadres. She performed in the Student Center on October 5, 1994. 
At left, Craig Karges, a Marshall graduate now performs as a mentalist. He performs various 
illusions and levitations. 
Activities23 
Pictured above is Eric Golden, a comedian who performed at 
Marshall on September 14, 1994. 
24 Comedians 
II the worldS 
Comedian Wali Collins, pictured above, was theHost of 
Comedy Central's "Stand-Up, Stand-Up" show. He had 
appeared on various comedy shows, and along with musicians 
M.C. Hammer and the Rightous Brothers. 
Kevin Flynnperformed at Marshall on January 11 , 1995. A 
former professional soccer player, he is also an announcer on 
ESPN. He had previously performed at The Improvisation, 
The Comedy Store, The Laugh Factory, and others. 
a stage 
Activities 25 
26 Football Team Memorial 
Annual 
Memorial Service 
on Student Center Plaza re 
. 
--
Remembers 
Past Heroes 
• 
ronor1ng, 
the past 
\ 
\ 
.1! 
Activities 27 
Black United Students' 
annual spring picnic 
brings people together 
28 Black United Students 
tudents unite 
' 
Activities 29 
30 Service Groups 
ervice groups 
Public Relations Student 
Society of America 
promotes sprogram for 
Jergens body soap 
campaign far health 
Greeks and other 
. . 
campus organ1zat1ons 
compete with blood 
donation challenges 
Activities 31 
Ac right, Todd Osborne sculpts a 
clay plot. 
32 Keramos Porters' Guild 
Photos by Kim Taylor 
Keramos Potters' Guild 
demonstrates 
skills of the past 
.%h1b1ters gather 
on plaza 
--
\ 
\ 
Activities 33 
The Taco Bell "Extreme Machine" 
visits the Marshall University campus 
in the fall. Representatives of the 
nationally known restaurant chain 
traveled all over the United Stares to 
college and university campuses 
giving away free food. 
34 Taco Bell Extreme Machine 
Photos by Kim Taylor 
Local fast-food 
restaurant provides 
free food on campus 
-----aco ~ell 
~!£treme clfachine 
Activities 35 
36 Divider 
Join the dub! Get 
involved! There are 
all sorts of 
• • 
organ1zat1ons on 
campus and adding 
a membership to 
your resume never 
hurt. Whether you 
took the plunge into 
Greek life or 
continued to toot 
· your own horn in 
the band, this 
campus probably 
had an organization 
or dub that caught 
• your attention. 
Photo by Rick Haye 
Organizations 37 
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Social and Service Organizations Make Use of Studentsf Free Time 
Below, Caryn Garrison, Nokesville, VA Junior and Jimmy Lilly, Macarthur 
Junior took a rest during Greek Games Day. At right the Tekes celebrate a hard 
earned victory over the Pikes in the Fraternity Football Championship. Photos 
courtesy of Bev Milam. 
The Phi Mu sorority definitely won 
the prize for cutest T-shirts regardless 
of how they placed in the Greek Sing. 
Photo by Bev Milam 
38 Go Greek! 
The Sig Eps, above, bring the house 
down with their rendition of 
"YMCA", while the gals from Alpha 
Chi Omega perform their way to 
Second Place in the annual "Greek 
Sing" competition during Greek 
Week. The Greek Week is a com-
petition that takes place every spring 
and consists of various events assigned 
point values. Greek Week champions 
are crowned at the end of the festival. 
The Alp ha Xi Deltas take a break from 
their Sisterhood day retreat to pose for 
a group picture. At left: (bottom row) 
Stacy Scragg, Kendra Burdell, Beth 
Cullinan, Lisa Brown , Christa 
McCase, Alicia Sells, Heather Allen, 
Amanda Norman, Natali Bee; (middle 
row) Robin Sands, Krisry Burdell, 
Stacy Thaxton, Stephanie Hagar, 
Danielle Thacker, Kate Caldwell, 
Heather Bailey, Bryn Bruney, Kendi 
Stevens; (top row) Summerson 
Desmond, Connie Montgomery, Kim 
Grimm, Diana Bowne, Leann Lyons, 
Amanda Maher, and Amy Palmer. 
Photos by Bev Milam 
Organizations 39 
Above, the sisters of Alpha Chi Omega boogie to their own beat during Greek 
Sing. Above right, Lambda Chis reenact the "Copa Cabana". Matt Holbrook, 
Huntington Sophomore, leads with his headpiece. At right, the Tri Sigs 
harmonize in motion to capture the crowd's attention. Photos by Bev Milam 
40 Greek Sing 
Photos courtesy of Bev Milam 
Alpha Sigma Phi croons their way to 
second place in the Greek Sing with a 
heartfelt version of'Tll Make Love to 
You." Below left, Jennifer Browning, 
Ceredo Sophomore, sings out about 
the Sigma's Family. Sigma Sigma 
Sigma sorority takes home the first 
place prize. At bottom, the Sig Ep 
crew gives their version of "YMCA" 
complete with spatula and hardhat. 
Right to left, Scott Spencer, South 
Charleston Freshman, and Dan 
"Chico" Cook, Glenview, IL. 
Freshman boogie to the party favorite. 
Organizations 41 
Games 
At right, Barboursville Freshman 
Summerson Desmond and Beverly 
Milam "roll" up the championship 
for Alpha Xi Delta. 
Below, the Sorority Football 
Championship Game takes place 
between the Alpha Xi Delta and Sigma 
Sigma Sigma sisters. The Alpha Xi's 
came away from the game with the 
Champioship, Greek Week 
Championship, and a few bumps and 
bruises. 
42 Greek Games 
G reeks Play -; • • • 
As the Pikes gracefully lose the Fraternity Football Championship during 
Greek Week 1995 to the Tekes, Todd Bowen, Huntington Junior (left), gets 
in that last bit of spirited "hustle". Below, the brothers ofTau Kappa Epsilon 
celebrate their football victory. The Tekes also won first place in Greek Week 
overall. Photos by Beverly Milam 
Above, the Alpha Xi's and Lambda Chi's look on during the Greek Games 
Day Softball Championship. Photo by J. Pritt 
At left, Ken Saunders (Buffalo Senior), Leann Selby (Belle Grad. Student), 
and Debbie Boyd (South Point Senior) call out the winners of Greek Week 
Trophies. Photo by Beverly Milam 
Organizations 43 
GREE 
While social interaction is a big part of 
being Greek, the important part of this 
interaction is not measured by how many 
great parties you get invited to, it's the 
benefits of making lifelong friendships. 
Anessa Hamilton, Coordinator of Greek Affairs, gives Delta Zeta's Amanda 
Boso, Parkersburg Junior, a pie in the face during their Greek Week Plaza 
Fundraiser. Pharo by J. Pritt 
44 Greek Life 
Alpha Xi Delta sisters Diana Bowne, Kendra Burdell, and Bryn Bruney grab 
a photo op at their sisterhood retreat at the Gym Factory in Barboursville. New 
initiates join sisters for a relaxing day of jumping and tumbling. 
Photo by Beverly Milam 
Pi Kappa Alpha singing a song written by Todd Bowen (in rear on keyboard) 
for Greek Sing. 
The Delta Zeta's and the Phi Mu's 
are caught in the middle of a play 
during the Greek Week Greek Games 
Sororiry Football Championship. 
Photo by]. Pritt 
Organizations 45 
GRE 
Five national and international 
sororities at Marshall are 
members of the National 
Panhellenic Conference. They 
include Alpha Chi Omega, 
Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi 
Mu, and Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
The Greek system encourages 
friendship, leadership, scholas-
tic achievement, service and 
philanthropy. 
The Greek system was 
founded on scholarship. A 
minimum GPA to pledge, 
mandatory monitored study 
periods, tutorial programs, and 
even scholastic awards stress the 
Alpha 
Xi 
Delta 
46 Campus Greeks 
importance of education. 
Each organization contributes 
effort to a charitable cause. For 
example, theAlphaZee's (Alpha 
Xi Omega) philanthropy 
includes both the American 
Lung Association and preven-
tion of child abuse. They 
sponsored a haunted house and 
cookouts for local children. 
The sororities here at Marshall 
strive to give their best to their 
organizations, to their school 
and to the surrounding 
commumry. 
Information compliments of Marshall 
Greek Affairs. D elta Zeta 
The sister of Alpha Xi Delta: (front row) Vera Prichard, Robin Sands, Kendi Stevens, Kelli Powell, Michelle Zavo!ta, 
(second) Leann Lyons, Lisa Brown, Kristen Rucker, Heather Allen, Summerson Desmond, Amber Wood, Megan 
Daniels, (third) Amy Palmer, Julie Brown, Shannon Hensley, Danielle Thacker, Stacy Scragg, Kelly Hanlon, Jamie 
Roush, Karri Sarka, Caryn Garrison, Lee Ann Boggs, (fourth) Amy Phillips, Tammy Morrison, Krisry Burdell, Katie 
Keffer, Kim Grimm, Connie Montgomery, Taneia Copley, Beth Cullinan, Kendra Burdell, Bethany Rose, Heather 
Ward, Emine Tunsciper, (fifth) Krista McCase, Laura Smailes, Heather Bailey, Amanda Norman, Diana Bowne, 
Amanda Maher, Bryn Bruney, and Gina Chaber. 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Sigma 
Sigma 
Sigma 
Members of the Tri-Sigs include (front row) 
Jamie Hebb, Mary Welch, Kim Flatt, Cindy 
Pasca, Kim Dickson, Ginger Wright, Same 
Meadows, Stacy Preston,; (second row) Jessica 
Small, Stephanie Lovejoy,Jenni Shaw, Christine 
Boggs, Michelle Moore, Paige Hess, Jennifer 
Browning, Lorrie Smith; (third row) Michelle 
Damron, Carey Grimes, Melissa Nichols, Kara 
Robertson, Mary Lauren Brown , Meghan 
Hatton, Courtney Sisk, Jennifer Moir, Julie 
Clark; {fourth fow) Mandy Phillips, Stephanie 
Frangus, Teri Henderson, Ashley Bland, Cathy 
Baner, Meredith Graham, Renee Stollings, 
Melinda Cochran; and (back row) April Combs, 
Alllison Swick, Penny Copen, Heather Small, 
Caroline Gold, Kathleen Young, Cherlee 
THomas, Christy Takach, Sundy Updike, 
Amanda Rose, Serina Hoover, Stephanie 
Manin, Monica Karavonich . 
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Supporting their housemother, Virginia "Granny" Branner, some of the Lambda Chi Alphas were: (left to right) T .J. Aldridge, Jason Hutchinson, Brian O' dell, 
BiffMatthews, Brian Bailey, Dwight Patton, Eric Griffiths, Bob Dorado, David Hutchinson, R.J. Sifford, and Ben McGinnis. Photo by Steve Exum, Herald-Dispatch 
48 Fraternities 
I 
"Fraternities are different from 
what people think," said Pi Kap 
brother Todd Bowen. A 
guideline to be used is, "Rush 
the attitude, train the skill." 
The honorable brother of 1994-95 
Pi KappaAlphaincluded: (squatting) 
Jimmy Stewart, (bottom row) Brian 
Mishoe, RickHumphrey,JakeCorey, 
Mark Canterbury, Tony Rodriguez, 
Tom Snodgrass , Wade Glover, 
Brandon, Dixon, Todd Miller, Jay 
Patterson, Jason Harwood, Rob 
Murphy, Jim Cantley, Todd Powell, 
Bill Saunders, Shawn Songleton, 
Charlie Turner, Joe Worboy, Jeb 
Cabell, Cam Workman, Chad Lord, 
Brian Vaughn, John Ford, Dan 
Williams, Todd Burdett, Morgan 
Hood, Chad Vandergrift, (top row) 
F,red Hammack, Chris Lefler, Joe 
Bailey, Mike Warner, Joe J avins, Mike 
Sullivan , Seth Crabtree , Matt 
Murphy, Rob Miller, Adam Blair, 
Jason Lovingoth, Zach Pappas, Scott 
Hayslett, Brent Probst, Mike Coiner, 
Matt Taylor, Andy Fields, Walter 
Nester, and Tommy Michaels. 
Photo by Eric Racer 
The Brothers of the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Fraterniry were: (front row) 
Dave Snead, Chad Hammond, Scott 
Spencer, Trent Turner, Dan Meeks, 
(second row) Jason Sullivan, Pat Boyles 
Dan Cook, (standing) Tony Kelly, 
Aaron Boggess, Ralph Tancredi, Matt 
Putline, Mark Boyd, Andrew 
Bloomfield, Brian McClung, Davin 
Scites, James Corbin, Wally Aman, 
Joe Kelly, Chris Nusbaum, James 
Tucker, Dave King, Brendan Knight, 
Rob Hamilton, Kevin Imes, Ryan 
McGuire, and George Murphy. 
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Marshall University Marching Thunder 
,\ 
Photo by Rick Haye 
50 Marching Thunder 
Photo by Marilyn Testerman-Haye 
Organizations 51 
Photo by Marilyn Testerman-Haye 
52 Marching Thunder 
Photos this page- Rick Haye 
1994-95 
Marshall 
'Marching 
Thunder 
Band 
Organizations 53 
Marching Thunder 
Photo by Rick Haye 
54 Marching Thunder 
Marshall Thundering Herd Football Season sounded great thanks to the proud and 
dedicated members of the Marching Thunder Band. 
Photo by Marilyn Testerman- Haye 
I Can't Drive 55 
The Marshall Artist Series, in 
conjunction with many local 
and other professional 
organizations, offered a varied 
selection of entertainment for 
Marshall faculty, staff, students, 
Brin 
and community. About once a 
month plays, symphonies, or 
other artists came to 
Huntington to perform. 
Beginning in Seprremlber of 
1994, the Artist Series presented 
Treasure Island, was also presented to the Marshall Community. Pictured 
above are Bradford West and Jamie T. La Verdi ere, two stars of the production. 
56 M .U. Artist Series 
• the world a 
Principal Dancers of the New 
York City Ballet, produced by 
ColumbiaArtists Management, 
Inc. Six pieces of different 
ballets and musicals were 
performed. 
In late September, the Artist 
Series presented Art Garfunkel 
in concert at the Keith-Albee 
Theatre in downtown 
Huntington. Garfunkel and 
pal Paul Simon started making 
music together in elementary 
school. They continued 
through junior high and high 
school. In 1962, although they 
had separated for college, they 
reunited to form a duo that 
would be together for three 
decades, winning four Grammy 
Awards together, and they were 
inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame in 1990. 
He continues to release songs, 
as well as write and act in such 
movies as Carnal Knowledge 
(1971) and Boxing Helena 
(1993). ThevisittoHuntington 
was part of his tour to promote 
his eighth solo album. 
In Ocwlber, The Secret 
Garden, a Big League 
Theatricals Production, was 
presented at the Keith-Albee. 
The photos at right show scenes 
from the play. 
On Wednesday Norvemlbeir 
2, the Artist Series presented 
the Slovak Philharmonic 
Orchestra with pianist Leon 
Bates. The concert was arranged 
in cooperation with the 
Embassy of the Slovak Republic 
in Washington, D .C. , and the 
Slovak Artists Series in 
Bratislava, Slovakia's capital 
city. The Slovak Philharmonic 
is the premier Orchestra in 
Slovakia. It was founded in 
1949, and the current principal 
conductor is Ondrej Lenard. 
Leon Bates, has performed all 
over the world, including 
appearing with the Vienna 
Symphony, the Strasbourg 
Symphony in France, and the 
Victoria Symphony in Canada. 
He is a native of Philadelphia, 
and began studying piano and 
violin at age six. He has an 
little closer . •• 
honorary doctorate from 
Washington & Lee University 
in Lexington, VA, and in 1993, 
he received the Raoul 
Wallen burg Humanitarian 
Award for his extensive work 
with children. 
In Decembeir of 1994, the 
Artist Series presented Das 
Puppenspiel in Hans Christian 
Andersen's The Snow Queen. 
Das Puppenspiel, founded in 
197 4, is an ensemble of visual 
and performing artists. 
The puppet presenters perform 
for over 75,000 people each 
year, and have twice been 
selected to perform in the 
International Showcase for 
Performing Arts for Young 
People. The Company also 
receives the support of the New 
York Foundation for the Arts, 
"Artist in Residence" program, 
NYE BOCES "Arts m 
Education" series, New York 
Continued on next page ... 
In the photo above, Miss Adelaide 
(Shelley Clarke) and her Hot Box 
Girls perform "A Bushel and a Peck" 
in Big League Theatricals 1994-95 
tour of Guys and Dolls. The publicity 
photo is compliments of the Artist 
Series. Also Pictured: Mary Frank, 
Haydee Thompson, Deirdre LaBarre, 
and Sharon Kaye White. 
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State Council on the Arts, in Russia, and in 1991 made its Series had its "International 
Union Internationale de la 
Marionette (UNIMA), and is 
one of very few puppet theatres 
to receive recognition and 
support from the Theatre 
Program of the National 
Endowment for the Arts. 
In Jaumll.lluy of 1995, the 
Russian National Orchestra 
first international performance 
at the third lvo Pogorelich 
Festival in Bad Worishofen, 
Germany. Since having toured 
Europe, it became the first 
Russian Orchestra to perform 
at the Vatican, giving a private 
concert for Pope John Paul II in 
October 1991. Additional 
Closer ... Continued 
performed at the Keith-Albee. 
The Russian National 
Orchestra is the first entirely 
independent orchestra to exist 
in Russia since 1917. Founded 
in 1990 by current Music 
Director Mikhail Plentev, it 
drew many of its players from 
the principal ranks of existing 
Soviet Orchestras. 
The Orchestra has performed 
At right, the Slovak Philharmonic 
Orchestra is pictured. Thanks to Peter 
Brenkus, Slovak Republic, for the 
publicity photo. 
58 Cultural Events 
performances have been in 
Israel, Japan, and the United 
States. 
In f'elbmuy, Another Big 
League Theatricals Production, 
Guys and Dolls, was presented 
at the downtown theatre. The 
musical is a fable tale of life on 
Broadway, with the ideal happy 
ending. 
In Muclhi of 1995, the Artist 
Film Festival", with six feature 
presentations over the period of 
a week. 
The Marshall Artist Series for 
1994-95 was: Celeste Winters, 
director; Emily Burch, public 
relations assistant; Melissa Ford, 
public relations assistant; Wei 
Zang, public relations assistant; 
Bill Heaberlin, technial director; 
Ken Bannon, technical 
assistant; and Junior Ross, union 
steward. 
Tickets for performances are 
discounted for Marshall 
students, and performance dates 
and price information can be 
reached be calling 696-6656. 
All performances by the 
Marshall Artist Series are 
accessible to the handicapped. 
Special ttlhi~umlks to the Artist 
Series Office for the information 
in this story. 
The photo at left captures the Cast 
from Guys and Dolls. 
At left, in this scene from The Sectret 
Garden, Mary Lennox is dreaming of 
her birthday party in India, before a 
Cholera epidemic kills her parents 
and all other English residents.Photo 
by Catherine Rushton. 
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Chan1es ... 
Marshall Student Government 
Undergoes a Major Transition 
Student Body President Kristen 
Burch er speaks at the Memorial Service 
on the Student Center plaza. Vice 
President Gregory Ferrell (far right) 
looks on. 
Below, 1994-95 President and VP 
Kristen Butcher and Greg Ferrell are 
nor re-elected and at right, Mark 
Davis, 1995 IFC President and Alpha 
Tau Omega fraternity brother rakes 
over as SGA President. Vice President 
is running mare Srephney Riley. 
60 Student Government 
SGA President Mark Davis holds a success campaign, at left, earning enough 
votes to oust the prior President. He is shown here campaigning on the 
Memorial Student Center Plaza. 
Above, Student Government Vice 
President Stephney Riley is sworn in. 
At left, the SGA Officers are (front 
row) Matt Garrett, Beverly Milam, 
Penny Copen, Amanda McClung, 
Steve Hayes, (second row) Mike 
Warren, Matt Bromund, and Ken 
Saunders. 
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ilderness 
Adventure Club 
In the picture above, Richard Kassel , 
Debbie Smiley, Steve Greer, Dan 
Meeks, and Mark Schweitzer 
participate in a backpacking excursion. 
The Wilderness Adventure club 
encourages people to pursue outdoor 
activities, especially those involving 
nature. Ar right, Claude LaPlant, 
Debbie, Steve Fry, and a friend rake a 
break and watch the rapids before 
they attempt to tackle them again. 
(Photo by Donald Ott.) 
62 Wilderness Adventure Club 
The students and faculty of the 
Wilderness Adventure are very easy-
going about things like membership. 
For example, the rafting photo above 
was taken by Donald Ore, but no 
names were given for the participants. 
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The WMUL student staff that attended the Southern Conference men's and 
women's basketball tournaments includes (front row) Jason Philyan, Jason 
Toy, Cameron Smith, Pete Collman, (back row) Cliff Haddox- student station 
manager, Tom Roten, Jere Warren, and Robby Tuell. 
At right, the awards at the Associated 
Press Convention at Pipestem State 
park: (front row) Shane Cartmill, Clif 
Haddox, Cameron Smith, David 
McWhorter, (standing) Bob Ball, 
Courtney Sisk, Sean Hamilton, Carol 
Elmore, Pete Mattiace (AP Bureau 
Chief for West Virginia), Mark 
Diiorio, and Sherry Thomas. 
64 WMUL - 88 FM 
• I 
roov1n 
WMUL-FM, the award-
winning student operated 
public radio station, went on 
air in 1961. The station, which 
broadcasts 20 hours per day, six 
days per week, offers students 
everything from music to the 
news and weather. WMUL 
lacks in only one area-
'.commercials. 
I Programming Monday 
through Friday includes 
morning shows, jazz and new 
age programs, alternative music, 
news and sports coverage, and 
Stonehenge, the self proclaimed 
mother of heavy metal 
programs. Weekend program-
ming features Streetbeat, the 
area's only urban contemporary 
music show, reggae, sports, and 
gospel. 
Alternative music receives the 
most play, bur sports receives 
the most awards. Sports director 
Pete Coleman, Michigan 
sophomore, led the sports team 
to a Southern Conference 
Award in March. 
WMUL was honored with a 
1994-95 Southern Conference 
Commissioner's Award for its 
coverage of the Southern 
Conference men's and women's 
basketball tournaments. 
Sports isn't the only aspect to 
receive recognition, however. 
WMUL student and volunteer 
disk jockeys are honored each 
spring at an awards picnic by 
the board of directors and Dr. 
Charles Bailey, faculty manager. 
Students may get involved 
with WMUL by attending 
meeting at the beginning of the 
fall, spnng, or summer 
Thanks to Chuck Bailey, WMUL for all photos. 
to the aleits 
with the great 88 
semesters, or by stopping by Other volunteers think work-
the station to talk with Cliff 
Haddox, current student 
manager, or any of the student 
directors. 
Haddox, Barboursville 
graduate student, became 
involved with FM 88 as a 
freshman. According to 
Haddox, who is probably best 
known as "Norm" of the Friday 
Morning Hangover show from 
the fall, WMUL provided an 
outlet for both creativity and 
comedy. "Bob" from the same 
show is Bob Ball, Barboursville 
junior, the station's production 
director. 
Many WMUL morning 
personalities feel the same way. 
ing at the station will provide a 
strong background in the 
broadcast industry. 
WMUL offers students 
hands-on in studio experience. 
DJs can mix promos to promote 
their shows. Newscenter 88 
reporters (sports team in-
cluded) learn to operate 
superscopes - tape recorders 
taken on interviews - to create 
news packages. 
WMUL offers something for 
everyone. Listeners may call in 
with requests or drop by the 
station, located in the 
Communications Building, 
adjacent to Smith Hall. 
Story by Emily Burch 
WMUL Staff Jason Philyaw (left) 
and Operations Manager Cameron 
Smith speak with the Southern 
Conference Commissioner Wright 
Waters (center) at the play-offs in 
Ashville, NC Civic Center. 
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As the sports 
seasons 
developed, our 
t eanis faced 
victory and 
defeat 1Vith 
rugged 
deterniination 
and undying 
grace. We've 
posted the 
scores in neat 
columns, but 
listen, Marshall 
Thunder\ing 
Herd Spo,r ,ts. 
speak for 
themselves. 
The softball team ended up victorious in a double header against Dayton. 
Photo by Scott Mason. The basketball team had a renewing season, highlighted 
by dependable, all around playing. Cunis Ray is shown (inset, at left) tipping 
the ball in a game against VMI. Photo by Brett Hall. 
Sports 67 
Studems(above and right) participated 
in the intermural aerobics offered free 
of charge to Marshall students. High 
and low impact, step, and water 
aerobics were taught in fall '94 and 
spring '95 semesters. These photos by 
Fawna Nibert 
68 lntermurals 
Ta Da! lmermurals are based on the spirit of 
competition, bur was it all worth the mud you got in 
your teeth? Photo by J.R. McMillan 
Photo at right by J.R. McMillan 
\ 
\ 
• 
Taking a break from 
classes, students were 
sometimes caught 
PLAYING 
AROUND 
Students can reach, bend and build on the best equipment 
available without reaching for their wallets in the new Health 
and Fitness Center in Gullickson Hall. The fitness center has 
Body Master weight machines, free weights, stair climbing and 
bicycling machines. 
"This is the best equipment that you can get, " said Sharon 
Stanton, assistant director of recreational sports. "It's similar 
to Nautilus but, this is all brand new." 
The fitness center project began about two years ago mainly 
because students needed modern equipment, according to 
Carla Lapelle, coordinator of Student Health Education 
Programs and fiscal manager for the fitness project. The cost 
was more than a million dollars. Lapelle said it was actually 
funded by student fees that go into student health, and it was 
staffed by people from Recreation Sports. 
Recreational Sports and Fitness Activities also control open 
hours on the student accessible Henderson Center Swimming 
Pool, Racquetball Courts, Gullickson Hall Steamroom, 
Equipment Rental, and Tennis Courts. There is are all types 
of intermural activities offered, including team tennis, softball, 
track and field, volleyball, golf scramble, archery, basketball, 
pickleball, darts, racquetball, indoor soccer, swimming, weight 
lifting, 8 ball, hula hoop golf and both 3-on-3 volleyball and 
basketball. 
The fitness center is a less organized sports bout, but if you 
decide to use it, don't forget your valid student I.D. card and a 
towel. You need both to get in! 
Sporrs 69 
Although the soccer 
team got off to a slow 
start, they gained 
momentum and finished 
WITH A 
FLOURISH 
The Thundering Herd Soccer Team played a tough 
season in the 94-95 year, ending with an unfortunate 
4-14-2 record. Herd players faced a challenging 
schedule with only 8 home games and the remaining 
twelve on the road. Despite the fact that they were 3-
3-2 at home and began the year with an overtime win 
at home against Georgetown, KY , the Thundering 
Herd record suffered tremendously during away 
games (1-11). The only away win was at Virginia 
Commonwealth College on October 2, 1994. 
Mike Glasglow finished the season with a team high 
of 22 points, 9 goals, and 4 assists. Brett Templeton 
had 10 points and 5 goals. Overall, the soccer team 
racked up 64 points and 22 goals for the season. The 
Herd finished the season with a 1-4-1 Southern 
Conference Record. 
70 Soccer 
At left, Guy Bell shows herd offense 
through his ball control. Picture by Scott 
Mason 
Above, the 1994-95 Marshall 
Thundering Herd Soccer T earn played 
their games on the] ames F. Edwards 
Field in Marshall 's Stadium. Soccer's 
popularity as a spectator sport is on 
the rise. 
At left, Robert Risley tried to keep 
control of the game against Davidson, 
but fierce defense won out. 
Photos by Sco tt Mason 
Soccer 71 
The soccer team lost 
momentum only on the 
win and loss board, they 
continued to 
SHUFFLE 
THEIR FEET 
The popularity of soccer as a recreational sports for 
children and adults continues to rise all over the nation. 
The belief that it will replace football in high schools as 
the Friday night fall sport continues to flourish. 
The style of soccer is completely different, though. 
While there is still an average sized ball and a "goal", the 
popular route to score is not simply speed, but nimbleness, 
accurateness, and agility. Not that these traits wouldn't 
be of use in a football game, but they are more predominate 
m soccer. 
The key is defense. While in football , the common 
defensive kill is to plow over or crush the opponent, in 
soccer it is more useful to twist up your feet or run the 
opponent out of bounds. And how general is knowing 
which end of the field to run to and cross the line to score 
a touchdown? While football is a bigger spectator sport, 
the only crossover player is usually the field goal kicker. 
72 Soccer 
I 
I 
At left, Marshall's Kasey Dorr runs the ball against two Davidson defenders. 
Below, #8 Scott Collings shows off his physique. Although he did not make 
a goal, he did have four assists and four points for the season. 
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At left, the idea is defense. Get the ball however possible. 
Above, Kasey Dorr, Guy Bell, and Amjad Akhtar defend Marshall's goal the 
only way they know how- head, heart, and soul. 
Photos these two pages, Scott Mason 
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Sports 73 
Look over the Marshall 
campus and you're likely 
to spot a sport of a 
DIFFERENT 
BREED 
Visiting any location on campus 
brought a variety of sights, 
including human bowling and 
ultimate (frisbee football) games. 
Marshall students got together to 
play some rugby in these pictures. 
Students will continue to be 
creative in their efforts to stay fun 
and fit. 
74 Rugby 
.,, 
.. 
Photos by Scott Mason 
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Defense takes over as Vince Parker 
intercepts and drives toward the goal. 
Jason Grayson follows. 
Far right, coach Donnan gives order 
his way. Photo by Marilyn Testerman-Haye 
76 Football 
Below, Kickoff Return Tim Martin does his thing. 
At right, quarterback Todd Donnankeeps both eyes on the receiver as he 
heaves a pass against U.T. Chatanooga defenders. 
-
-
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The Herd took it all the 
way to the playoffs, but 
despite defeat they never 
lost their 
WINNING 
EDGE 
First the first time in years Marshall caught up with 
every reguar season's goal- the best record in the 
conference. The glory of the title of Southern Conference 
Champions belonged to Marshall University in the last 
year of being a Southern Conference Member. The 
elusive title has existed just out of reach of the Herd 
because of regular season records and losses. While the 
Herd was lucky enough to make the playoffs again, past 
years reflected better post season records. 
The Herd was stumped this year in the Semi-Final 
game against Boise State. Most Marshall fans expected 
the semi-final playoff to be held at Marshall Stadium, 
but it was in Bronco Stadium in Idaho on Dec. 10, 1994. 
It was the first meeting ever between the two teams. 
Marshall had only played two games out west before 
(1987 Idaho, 1973 UNLV) and had lost both. 
The Championship Game was held in Huntington for 
the third year in a row, but for the first time without the 
participation of Marshall. Youngstown State won the 
National Championship over Boise. 
1994 Southern Conference Champs 
1993 National Champ Runner-Up 
1992 National Champions 
1991 National Champ Runner-Up 
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Above, Erik Thomas, second team 
tailback, does his own thing on the 
way to a touchdown. 
78 Football 
,~ .. , 
and the Agony of Defeat 
Melvin Cunningham expressed 
himself near the end zone. 
WIN/LOSE 
WHO Us -Them 
Morehead 71-7 
Tenn. Tech 24-10 
Georgia So. 34-13 
WV State 48-0 
UT-Chat. 62-21 
V.M.I. 49-7 
W. Carolina 38-14 
App. State 24-14 
The Citadel 42-30 
East Tenn. St 42-12 
Furman 35-14 
Middle Tenn. 49-14 
]. Madison 28-21 
Boise State 24-28 
Sports 79 
By the look of the Herd 
Football Roster,it could 
easily be see that there 
were more than a few 
VALUABLE 
PIAYERS 
As the season went on, Marshall players were recognized all over 
the conference for their achievements. The 1994 All-Southern 
Conference Coaches' team included Marshall's own: (First Team 
Offense) Todd Donnan, Chris Parker, William Pannell, (First 
Team Defense) Billy Lyon, Brian Stump, Shannon Morrison, 
Roger Johnson, Travis Colquitt, (Second Team Offense) Danny 
White, Tim Martin, Aaron Ferguson, J .D . Cyrus, Tim 
Openlander, (Second Team Defense) B.]. Sohen, and Vince 
Parker. 
Chris Parker became Marshall's All-Time Leading Rusher. On 
Dec. 3, 1994, with 153 yards against James Madison University, 
he broke the fomer school record of 3903 held by Ron Darby 
(1986-89). Also in that game, he set another record for a record 
20 straight games with more that 100 yards rushing. He also 
captured the school and Southern Conference record for most 
career touchdowns. 
Defensive Back Roger Johnson was the career leading tackler for 
Marshall in 1994, and became the all-time leader on Sept. 10 with 
18 stops against Tennessee Tech. Previous record was held by 
William King with 443 career. 
In 1993, at the Citadel in Charleston, South Carolina, Todd 
Donnan made a mark. He completed I 7 of 20 passes for a 
Marshall record 85%. This year, he tied a school record of five 
touchdown passes in a game. Co-holders are Tony Petersen, John 
Gregory, and Michael Payton. This year Mr. Donnan was voted 
Southern Conference Offensive Player of the Year. 
80 Foorball 
Herd defenders Scorr Smyrh (lefr) 
and Ryan Lipscomb become rhings 
rhar go bump in rhe nighr. 
Tail back Chris Parker doing what he does best. 
Quarterback Todd Donnan faces the 
defensive lineup of Furman's Purple 
Paladins. 
Sports 81 
82 Men's Basketball 
Thanks to a new coach, 
mens' basketball did not 
stop until they went 
OVER THE 
TOP 
It looked like Marshall mens' basketball didn't have 
a chance- the young coach, players left the team, but 
heart and soul won out, and the 1994-95 Herd 
Basketball team has a lot to be proud of. 
Seven returning lettermen began the year on the 
shoulder of new head coach Billy Donovan. 
Donovan came from the University of Kentucky 
coaching staff. He brought in his own style of 
basketball and began from scratch with the team. 
"I think kids, when they go out in the school 
yard, they play for fun, they run up and down, that's the 
way they play. But our players have to understand that 
in order to play this style, you have to be in great shape. 
They'll understand, once practice starts, in what kind 
of shape they'll have to be in." - Coach Billy Donovan 
Donovan is the youngest Division I basketball coach in 
the nation. The assistant coaches were John Pelphrey, 
Anthony Grant, and Donnie Jones. 
The team began its season with an exhibition trip to 
Spain and Portugal. The fall season began with the usual 
Midnight Basketball practice on October 15, 1994, 
complete with fans , cheerleaders, the Dancing Elvis', 
Dick Vitale impressions, a Big Foot race, and an autograph 
session. The Henderson Center, opened on this night 
after $200,000 in renovations, including an attractive 
new design on the playing surface, paint, seat repair, and 
a new speaker system. 
Sports 83 
Marshall faced opponents 
that they had never seen 
before and those that 
could not be seen, but 
they came out victorious 
AGAINST 
THE ODDS 
'84 'Basketball 
Sports 85 
Marshall faced opponents 
that they had never seen 
before and those that 
could not be seen, but 
they came out victorious 
AGAINST 
THE ODDS 
Women's Lady Herd Basketball had only two returning 
starters from last year, but those two were good ones. 
One, Tamira Higgins, was a Second Team All-Southern 
Conference and Jodi Baker was a solid post player. The 
team was forced to take the season in stride, though, as 
all opponents had made names for themselves, also. 
"I like the schedule this year," said head coach Sarah 
Evans-Moore, ''All of our games were more competitive. 
There are no nsy games because all of the teams have 
established programs." 
The women played a few double headers with the 
men's team to boost program support and attendance. 
86 Lady Herd Basketball 
Tamira Higgins goes up againsr rwo 
Davidson defenders. 
~ ,,,, 
Sophomore Krisri Sexron dribbles 
roward Marshall's end of the floor. 
Sports 87 
Making a fresh start in the 
1994-95 season, the 
women's tennis team had 
• to strive to stay 
INBOUNDS 
The Lady Herd Tennis team was led 
through fall tournaments and spring season 
by second-year coach Laurie Mercer. The 
team lost four seniors from the 93-94 season 
and signed three freshman and a University 
of Southern Florida transfer. 
This team was composed of three freshmen 
and four sophomores. 
88 Tennis 
Spor~s 89 
90 Volleyball 
After practicing and 
playing hard, the volleyball 
team showed their season 
was filled with a strong 
SPIKING 
ATTACK 
Sports 91 
Marshall Softball works 
hard and again shows their 
Heather Michaels, at right, was All-
Conference Catcher.Photo by Scott Mason 
The 1994-95 Lady Herd Softball 
Team. 
92 Softball 
- ~ . 
Carrie Hinkle is up at bat at a Marshall 
home game. 
Sports 93 
The 1994-95 Women's Track and Cross Country Team 
94 Women's Track 
' t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-One of the toughest sports 
• • • 
a person can part1c1pate 1n, 
these women overcame 
pain and exhaustion time 
after time to give it 
ONE LAST 
STRIDE 
Sports 95 
What would a sporting 
event be without fans, 
bands, hotdogs, beer, and 
oh, yeah, Cheerleaders? 
RAH, RAH, 
RAH!! 
Marshall University 1994-95 Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad 
96 Basketball 
At left, Shelly Bias, Huntington Freshman cheers with the Varsity Basketball 
squad at Marshall. She is a Huntington Native. 
Marshall University 1994-95 Varsity Basketball Cheerleading Squad 
Sports 97 
Index 
A 
Aldridge, T.J. 49 
Allen, Heather 39, 46 
Aman, Wally 49 
Akhtar, Arnjad 73 
Andersen, Hans Christian 57 
Austin, Shawn 16 
B 
Bailey, Brian 49 
Bailey, Heather 39, 46 
Bates, Leon 56 
Bee, Natali 39 
Bell, Guy 71, 73 
Bias, Shelly 97 
Bloomfield, Andrew 49 
Boggess, Aaron 49 
Boggs, Lee Ann 46 
Boso, Amanda 44 
Bowen , Todd 43, 45 
Bowne, Diana 39, 45, 46 
Boyd, Debbie 43 
Boyd, Mark 49 
Boyles, Pat 49 
Branner, Virginia 49 
Bromund, Matt 61 
Brown, Julie 46 
Brown, Lisa 39, 46 
Browning, Jennifer 41 
Bruney, Bryn 39, 45, 46 
Burch, Emily 58 
Burdell, Kendra 39, 45, 46 
Burdell, Kristy 39, 46 
Butcher, Kristen 19, 60 
c 
Caldwell, Kate 39 
Campbell, James 16 
Campbell, John 16 
Canterbury, Mark 49 
98 Index 
Celdran, Lynn 19 
Chaber, Gina 46 
Collings, Scott 73 
Collins, Wali 25 
Collman, Pete 64 
Cook, Dan 41, 49 
Copen, Penny 18, 19, 61 
Copley, Taneia 46 
Corey, Jake 23 
Corbin, James 49 
Cullinan, Beth 39, 46 
Cunningham, Melvin 
D 
Daniels, Megan 46 
Davis, Mark 60 
Desmond, 
Summerson 39, 42, 46 
Donnan, Jim 76 
Donnan, Todd 76, 81 
Dorado, Bob 49 
Dorr, Kasey 73 
Dorsey, Elliott 16 
E 
Endors, Eric 16 
Ferrell, Greg 60 
Flynn, Kevin 25 
F 
Ford, Melissa 58 
Fox, Steve 16 
Fry, Russell 16, 17 
Fry, Steve 62 
G 
Garfunkel, Art 56 
Garrett, Matt 61 
Garrison, Caryn 38, 46 
Gilley, Dr.]. Wade 5, 6 
Grayson, Jason 76 
Greer, Steve 16, 62 
Griffiths, Eric 49 
Grimm, Kim 39, 46 
Guerra, Jackie 23 
H 
Haddox, Cliff 64 
Hagar, Stephanie 39 
Hamilton, Anessa 44 
Hamilton, Rob 49 
Hammond, Chad 49 
Hanlon, Kelly 46 
Hayes, Steve 61 
Hayhurst, Stephanie 19 
Hensley, Shannon 46 
Highly, Randy 16 
Holbrook, Matt 40 
Humphrey, Rick 49 
Hutchinson, David 49 
Hutchinson, Jason 49 
Imes, Kevin 49 
Karges,Craig 23 
Kaner, Jaz 22 
I 
K 
Kassel, Richard 62 
Kees, Dana 16 
Keffer, Katie 46 
Kelly, Joe 49 
Kelly, Tony 49 
King, Dave 49 
Knight, Brendan 49 
L 
LaPlant, Claude 62 
Lilly, Jimmy 38 
Lipscomb, Ryan 80 
Lyons, Leann 39, 46 
M 
Maher, Amanda 39, 46 
Matthews, Biff 49 
Martin, Tim 76 
McCase, Christa 16, 39 
McCase, Krista 46 
McClung, Amanda 61 
McClung, Brian 49 
McClure, Adena 15 
McCormick, Heidi 16 
McCune, Jim 16 
McGinnis, Ben 49 
McGuire, Ryan 49 
Meeks, Dan 49, 62 
Milam, Beverly 42, 61 
MILO 6 
Mishoe, Brian 49 
Montgomery, Connie 39, 46 
Morrison, Tammy 46 
Murphy, George 49 
Index 99 
N 
Nance, Jason 13 
Nichols, Noel 19 
Norman, Amanda 39, 46 
Nusbaum, Chris 49 
0 
O'Dell, Brian 49 
Ott, Donald 62 
Osborne, Todd 32 
p 
Palmer, Amy 39, 46 
Parker, Chris 81 
Parker, Vince 76 
Patton, Dwight 49 
Phillips, Amy 46 
Phillips, David 18 
Philyan, Jason 64 
Philyaw, Jason 65 
Plentev, Mikhail 58 
Potter, James 19 
Powell, Kelli 46 
Prichard, Vera 46 
Pudine, Matt 49 
R 
R.J. Sifford 49 
Razoc, Jennifer 16 
Riley, Stephney 60, 61 
Risley, Robert 71 
Rodriguez, Tony 49 
Rose, Bethany 46 
Roten, Tom 64 
Roush, Jamie 46 
Rucker, Kristen 46 
s 
Sands, Robin 39, 46 
Sarka, Karri 46 
Saunders, Ken 43, 61 
Schweitzer, Mark 62 
Scites, Davin 49 
Scragg, Stacy 39, 46 
100 Index 
Secrist, Phil 16 
Selby, Leann 43 
Sells, Alicia 39 
Sexton, Kristi 87 
Shelly Bias 97 
Sifford, R.J. 49 
Simon, Paul 56 
Sites, Aimee 13 
Smailes, Laura 46 
Smith, Cameron 65 
Smith. Cameron 64 
Smyth, Scott 41 
Snead, Dave 49 
Spencer, Scott 41, 49 
Stevens, Kendi 39, 46 
Stewart, Jimmy 49 
Sullivan, Jason 49 
Swanger, Britt 19 
T 
Taco Bell 35 
Tancredi, Ralph 49 
Thacker, Danielle 39, 46 
Thaxton, Stacy 39 
Thomas, Erik 78 
Tinker, Nici 19 
Toy, Jason 64 
Tucker, James 49 
Tuell, Robby 64 
T unsciper, Emine 46 
Turner, Trent 49 
w 
Walters, Jennifer 16 
Ward, Heather 46 
Warren, Jere 64 
Warren, Mike 61 
Winters, Celeste 58 
Wood, Amber 46 
z 
Zang, Wei 58 
Zavolta, Michelle 46 
Zinn, Jennifer 16 
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Volume 56 of the Chief justice was Headline fonts included PC-Script Vivaldi, Joy King of Herff Jones and her assistant. 
edited by Jennifer M. Jenkins for the A Garamond, and Regency Script. All type Processing and printing of the film was 
Students Activities Office at Marshall was set at the plant and was submitted by done primarily by Huntington Photo Lab 
University in Huntington, WV. Advisor the school on disks. The Chief justice was on Sixth Avenue. Pictures were donated 
was Steve Hensley, Coordinator of Student produced using Pagemaker 4.2 at Marshall from campus relations and students Kim 
Activities. A total of2000wereorderedand and Pagemaker 5.0 on Macintosh Taylor, FawnaNibert, andJ.R. McMillan. 
printed by Herff Jones Yearbooks, 525 computers. Other photos are credited to the proper 
Boyds School Road, Gettysburg, PA. The Copy was written by the editor, and by photographer if possible. Thanks to Bev 
HerffJ ones sales representative and yearbook 
specialist servicing the yearbook was Joy 
King of Charleston, WV. The customer 
service adviser at the printing facility was 
Barbara Hale. 
The theme "Have You Heard" was 
developed in conjunction with the transfer 
of the Chief justice from the School of 
Journalism to Student Activities. The book 
treaded new territorywith layout, size, cover 
and approach. Yearbook experience and 
credentials were focused into the book to 
develop the innovative designs. The custom 
cover features four color ink on a standard 
white litho base paper stock with a perfect 
bound/ smyth sewn binding. A contest was 
held to choose cover photos, but the four 
photos that were finally chosen were a 
representation of the book being a university 
publication. The book's 104 pages are 
printed on 80 lb. bordeau paper stock. 
The 1995 edition of the Chief justice 
includes 104 pages in black ink. Body copy 
was set in 12 and 14 pt. AGaramond, and 
captions and folios were 10 pt. A Garamond. 
I 02 Colophon 
and anyone else that wanted to contribute. 
Milam for everything Greek! Without you, I appreciate the room you gave me. Here's 
there would probably be two group photos a hint to future yearbook editors/advisors-
or something even more absurd. staff will not exist or contribute unless they 
Thanks to Scott Mason for organization get some type of compensation for their 
and sports copy and pictures. Thanks to work. 
Steve Hensley for the control so that this Thanks to my friends for putting up 
book could actually be done by the editor with me through all of this: I hope you all 
understood what I was doing, what it meant 
to me, and how much you all mean to me. 
Congratulations, Alice, on the birth of 
your son A.D.C.! May he always be 
beautiful and healthy. Thanks to Susan, 
thanks for the time you put in on this book 
(soccer layout, offering to bring french 
fries, lunches at Red Lobster). We've grown 
close over the last 2 1 /2 years- I guess 
engineering classes do that to females. 
Congratulations on getting married, I do 
wish you happiness. Thanks to Tammy 
(WVIT) for your input on Greeks. The 
section is a bit longer because of your 
inspiration. I'm glad you saw the real me 
through all of this. Thanks to Emily Miller 
(WVIT) for being a great friend. I know 
you just wanted to see your name in print, 
and you know I would do anything for my 
• friends. 
Thanks to Chris and to this experience 
with this book. I learned one important 
thing from both- If something is to get 
done, you must do it yourself. Help costs 
money. 
Thanks to Joy King for putting up with all of 
this- I know you've seen each side of this book, and 
only the outside and pages are going to be pretty. 
Thanks for all of the help that you didn't have to 
Thanks to God. and my Grandmother. and 
Andrea, Drew,Jordan, Kelli, and Brian. It's a small 
world after all. 
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Marshall University 
400 Hal Greer Blvd. 
Huntington, West Virginia 25755 
Special Thanks to University Relations for many photos including the cover photos and the one above. 
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